1. Introduction
===============

1.1. Synthetic Biology
----------------------

The development of bioinformatics and functional genomics has enabled not only the ability to understand or modify existing biological systems but also to create new biological systems for special purposes. The natural outcome of such an advance is synthetic biology, which deals with the design and assembly of predictable and robust biological parts/systems and systems biology, which aims at system-level understanding of biological systems. These well-characterized and novel biological parts/systems would in turn provide useful drugs, green fuels, or other high value biomaterials \[[@b1-ijms-12-03576],[@b2-ijms-12-03576]\]. Synthetic biologists differ from genetic engineers in that they try to engineer and create complex biological systems for practical applications from lesser understood and unreliable basic components \[[@b3-ijms-12-03576]\]. Systems biologists develop tools of modeling, simulation, and comparison to experiment in order to understand complex biological systems. The systems biology approach will be especially useful in synthetic biology. Challenges associated with the progress in synthetic biology and systems biology will be the focus of this review.

The two main challenges that limit the progress of synthetic biology are the complexity of the biological systems and the physical variations in biological behavior. These limitations lead to an uncertain probability of success of the engineered biological systems and an inability to fully predict even a simple component \[[@b3-ijms-12-03576],[@b4-ijms-12-03576]\]. Despite several advances in synthetic biology, engineering biological systems is still an expensive, time-consuming, and unreliable process \[[@b4-ijms-12-03576]\]. The response of a biological system is usually nonlinear in that even a simple pathway in a well-studied microorganism cannot be explained satisfactorily. The task of creating an artificial biological system is made more complex with the increase in the complexity of the novel genetic circuits.

Unlike other electrical systems in which interactions between individual components are well characterized and the components operate independently, with the biological components, one cannot avoid undesirable crosstalk due to nonspecific interactions with other components in the cell. Understanding the overall behavior of the natural system is a prerequisite for the successful design of a synthetic biological system. High-throughput experimental methods are necessary to understand the complexity associated with biological systems \[[@b5-ijms-12-03576]\]. Automated, multiplex, and parallel reactions are mandatory in order to gain a deeper insight into the complex biological systems. Microarrays, microplate readers \[[@b5-ijms-12-03576]\], flow cytometers, and fluorescence microscopes \[[@b6-ijms-12-03576]\] are currently being used for high-throughput screening. However, these screening methods are limited by their small sample space, noisy output caused by the spatial proximity of the samples, and the lack of facilities for time-lapse experiments \[[@b7-ijms-12-03576]\]. Time-lapse experiments are particularly important in order to understand the dynamics of gene regulation \[[@b6-ijms-12-03576]\].

1.2. Microfluidics
------------------

Microfluidics is an analytical system enabling the processing and manipulation of small amounts of fluids. Microfluidic technology has been a significant attraction for biochemists, biologist, analytical chemists, and others as it has demonstrated a capability to reduce cost and labor and also enhance resolution and precision. A single chip enables high-throughput continuous and batch processing of multiple samples both in series and in parallel. Therefore, it is believed that microfluidics can provide unprecedented approaches for synthetic biology. The advantages offered by miniaturization could be exploited to study the complexity associated with biological systems \[[@b1-ijms-12-03576]\]. Microfluidic tools are especially useful in biological studies for analyzing a large number of samples simultaneously and providing dynamic and controlled micro-environmental conditions. Apart from allowing sensitive and robust analysis at lower cost, microfluidics also offers several superior tools to aid the development of synthetic biology. Concurrently, microfluidics has the possibility to resolve the limitations of existing tools for synthetic biology: blending the microfluidics platform with synthetic biology makes it possible to ascertain the dynamics of a gene network in a single cell because the platform provides well separated compartments for single cells with the ability to introduce rapid environmental perturbations \[[@b6-ijms-12-03576]\]. Time-lapse experiments are also made possible with the advent of microfluidics \[[@b8-ijms-12-03576]\]. The cost of microscale multiplex experiments is several fold lesser than that of macroscale multiplexing. Microfluidics can increase the number of samples that can be analyzed: as many as 1.5 million samples can be analyzed simultaneously \[[@b9-ijms-12-03576]\]. Microfluidics forms a common platform for analysis of both bacterial and mammalian cells.

1.3. Blending Microfluidics with Synthetic Biology
--------------------------------------------------

For synthetic biology to advance further and attain its final goal of a synthetic cell with a desired phenotype, it is necessary to rapidly characterize and understand the dynamics of gene regulation. The controllable environments offered by microfluidic technology can accelerate the process for the achievement of the final goal of synthetic biology. Without genome-wide data on gene dynamics, it is impossible to understand biological complexity. The biological data obtained by conventional macroscale methods appears to be insufficient to completely understand the efficacy of natural biological systems/parts. Many attempts were made to blend microfluidic technology with synthetic biology to multiplex gene synthesis, accelerate DNA sequencing, and analyze the effect of a multifunctional micro-environment on a single cell. Use of microfluidic technology in synthetic biology does not end just with the synthesis or sequencing of biological parts (DNA, in particular) but extends further to favor a deeper understanding of the part in the context of the whole cell \[[@b9-ijms-12-03576]\]. Microfluidic technology has also revolutionized other areas of synthetic biology such as understanding the dynamics of gene regulation, detection of the intra/extracellular metabolites, and whole-cell analysis.

Aided by microfluidic devices, the expression of biological parts in the whole cell can be controlled and regulated and the metabolites produced can be detected by both invasive and noninvasive techniques \[[@b1-ijms-12-03576]\]. Microfluidic devices help in integrating the two major analytical techniques (sampling and assaying) on a single chip, which can reduce the time needed for biological assay and favor real-time monitoring \[[@b10-ijms-12-03576]\]. They also offer room for immobilization and controlled transport of cells. Since microfluidic devices are small, they favor accumulation of nutrients and hence form a stable microenvironment around the cell. Continuous-liquid-flow-type microfluidic devices can be used for long-term culture of cells, as the waste is removed and nutrients are replenished continuously. Optical tweezers facilitate the analysis of a single cell at high resolution \[[@b11-ijms-12-03576]\]. Complex microfluidic devices with an array of cells, each controlled individually by valves, may help perform several parallel experiments \[[@b12-ijms-12-03576]\]. Flow-switching valves can be used to manipulate the environment of the cell with time and hence can help understand the dynamics of gene regulation. Microfluidic devices that can produce a spatial gradient of chemicals can be a tool in understanding the mechanism of chemotaxis and quorum sensing, where the concentration of the signaling molecule determines the fate of the cell \[[@b13-ijms-12-03576]\]. Microfluidics-based *in vitro* compartmentalization and droplet-based microfluidics are highly promising tools for performing parallel reactions. Slipchips are recently emerging as a novel tool showing a high potential for high-throughput parallel screening of various parameters on a sample and for multiplexed applications such as nanoliter PCR arrays on a chip \[[@b14-ijms-12-03576],[@b15-ijms-12-03576]\]. Microfluidic devices coupled with optical tweezers have been designed to perform whole-cell assays and to study the mechanism of chemotaxis in *Escherichia coli* \[[@b16-ijms-12-03576],[@b17-ijms-12-03576]\]. The contribution made by microfluidic technology to the progress of synthetic biology is vast. In this review, we highlight the latest contributions made by microfluidics to the understanding of the dynamics of synthetic bacterial systems.

2. Gene Expression and Regulation
=================================

Understanding the dynamics of gene expression and regulation forms the foundation of synthetic biology. Upon completion of the construction of a synthetic biological component, the first step is functional assessment of gene expression. It is desirable to analyze the variation in gene expression with respect to different environmental stimuli in order to precisely identify the functions of synthetic parts/systems \[[@b18-ijms-12-03576]\]. Current methods for the assessment of gene expression involve the use of fluorescent protein expression in microplate readers and flow cytometers. However, these assessment tools are still insufficient for screening the rapid response of a cellular system to different environmental stimuli, and the detection limit restricts the analysis to proteins that are highly expressed. Such limitations of current technologies should be resolved, and better methods are required for the development of synthetic biology. However, in microfluidic devices, cells can be confined to a very small space and, hence, the signal from even a small concentration of a protein (in particular, regulatory proteins) is amplified several fold, thus allowing real-time monitoring of the activity of the protein within a cell \[[@b19-ijms-12-03576]\]. Without exploiting the advantage of the concentrator offered by microfluidics, it is almost impossible to determine the effect of regulatory proteins as their expression level is below the detection range of a macroscale device. There are several microfluidic devices for better understanding gene expression and regulation, which are highlighted in the following section. Miniaturized methods to monitor and control gene expression and regulation of synthetic biological parts on a chip can be largely categorized as follows: droplet-based methods for single-cell analysis and array-based method for the analysis of the effect of environmental changes on gene expression.

Droplet-based, quantitative detection of gene expression has been achieved even at the single-cell level \[[@b20-ijms-12-03576]\] and many review and research papers have already highlighted the unique advantages of droplet-based microfluidics for monitoring gene expression \[[@b1-ijms-12-03576],[@b21-ijms-12-03576],[@b22-ijms-12-03576]\]. For example, Huebner *et al.* encapsulated single cells into aqueous microdroplets and then detected the expression of a fluorescent protein individually \[[@b15-ijms-12-03576]\]. Due to the capability for high-throughput analysis (\>10^7^ sample throughput per day), droplet-based gene expression analysis can be applied to many biological studies. Also, as shown in [Figure 1(a)](#f1-ijms-12-03576){ref-type="fig"}, Shim *et al.* demonstrated the compartmentalization of single bacterial cell within a droplet of picoliter volume on a chip \[[@b23-ijms-12-03576]\]. The chip not only facilitated the study of the dynamics of protein expression but also measured enzymatic activity in individual cells. This can be a powerful tool for investigating the heterogeneity of cells in identical culture environments. However, some of the bottleneck issues related to droplet-based microfluidics include droplet shrinkage, size variations, encapsulation of cells based on poisson distribution and intra-group variations. In addition to droplet-based methods, microfluidic-array-based high-throughput devices have been developed \[[@b24-ijms-12-03576]--[@b27-ijms-12-03576]\]. In particular, Thompson *et al*. reported a microfluidic array device for high-throughput analysis of gene expression profiles using the phenomenon of diffusive mixing in a cell culture chamber \[[@b25-ijms-12-03576]\]. King *et al*. developed a similar array-based high-throughput microfluidic device capable of analyzing gene expression in living cells and revealed a distinct dynamics in gene expression ([Figure 1(b)](#f1-ijms-12-03576){ref-type="fig"}) \[[@b24-ijms-12-03576]\].

Regulation of gene expression in response to both intracellular and extracellular stimuli can be analyzed using microfluidic devices. Methods to introduce intracellular stimuli require highly elaborate microdevices or functional nanoparticles to access the insides of the cell. Recently, nanoparticles have been widely developed as a novel means for applying intracellular stimuli to regulate gene expression, but this is beyond the scope of our review \[[@b28-ijms-12-03576]\]. Instead, extracellular methods are used, which typically involve the application of mechanical or chemical stimuli to regulate gene expression in the cells \[[@b29-ijms-12-03576]\]. Microfabricated and mechanically confined microenvironments have been used to investigate the persistence of antibiotic resistance in *E. coli* by allowing cells to grow and divide in straight microchannels \[[@b30-ijms-12-03576]\]. Using these mechanical confinement interfaces, Balaban *et al*. revealed the phenotypic switching that occurs between cells in the absence of antibiotics (with normal growth rates) and that in the presence of antibiotics (with reduced growth rates), and thus was able to relate the inherent heterogeneity in a bacterial cell population to persistence. In addition, microfluidic confinement of single cells is used to study the behavior of quorum sensing on growth, as microfluidic confinement allows us to control and monitor gene expression in a single cell \[[@b31-ijms-12-03576]\]. Temperature gradients in a microfluidic device have been developed using a typical Y-shaped channel \[[@b32-ijms-12-03576]\] and time-specific switching of temperature is used to investigate the patterning of cells \[[@b33-ijms-12-03576]\]. Temperature gradient generator devices can be considered useful for controlling and understanding the effects of extracellular stimuli on gene expression and regulation. Furthermore, chemical stimuli with spatiotemporal gradients have been very widely used to actively regulate gene expression. Many microfluidic devices with biochemical interfaces have been developed that use gradient flow to regulate gene induction or inhibition \[[@b34-ijms-12-03576]--[@b36-ijms-12-03576]\]. Charvin *et al*. reported that a microfluidic device can control gene expression temporally and monitored the long-term fluorescence response \[[@b37-ijms-12-03576]\]. Lastly, since oxygen plays a crucial role in regulating cells, a microfluidic oxygen gradient generator device has been developed by using arrays of electrodes transducing current into oxygen via electrolysis \[[@b38-ijms-12-03576]\].

3. Metabolite Analysis
======================

In contrast to genomics and proteomics, metabolomics helps explain actual cellular behavior and hence is gaining increased importance in biological studies \[[@b39-ijms-12-03576]\]. By investigating the metabolite, a biologist can analyze an organism's phenotype faster. For the synthetic biologist, metabolomics is especially crucial in predicting the product yield of an engineered metabolic network. However, decoding the metabolome is very difficult because, with the macro-scale devices, there are no tools to amplify the signal from metabolites that are at submicromolar concentration. The cell extracts usually contain various metabolites in diverse ratios. For that reason, high-resolution separation and sensitive detection are required for metabolite analysis \[[@b40-ijms-12-03576]\]. Tools for metabolite analysis include nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) spectroscopy, gas chromatography coupled to mass spectrometry (GC-MS), and liquid chromatography coupled to MS (LC-MS) \[[@b41-ijms-12-03576]\]. These instruments favored the development of a database of metabolites and enable label-free, multiple-compound detection. However, the cost, handling, and maintenance of the instruments limit their applications \[[@b9-ijms-12-03576]\] and a time consuming sample preparation step is always needed to guarantee the sensitivity of the techniques. Microfluidics makes new ways for the study of metabolites. Microfluidics can offer a platform for faster sample preparation, better separation, and robust analysis. However, faster analysis does not normally promise a better detection \[[@b40-ijms-12-03576]\]. Extensive microfluidics-based metabolite detection methods have been reviewed elsewhere \[[@b40-ijms-12-03576]\]. In this section, the possibility of monitoring a metabolite (both intracellular and extracellular) on a microfluidic chip is discussed.

3.1. Off-Chip Detection
-----------------------

The macroscale metabolite detection techniques demand extensive sample preparation for more accurate analysis. In cases where the analyte concentration is very small, the sample preparation is more tedious and requires skilled workers. Hence, a microfluidic device is used to prepare the metabolite samples (including extraction, concentration and separation) for MS and other macroscale devices. With this method, even the metabolites present at sub-micromolar quantity are sufficiently concentrated for further analysis with the macroscale device connected to the microfluidic chip. The matrix-assisted laser desorption/ionization MS (MALDI-MS) technique was successfully integrated with the dispensing system imprinted with yeast cells and 5--12 attomoles of some important metabolites were detected \[[@b42-ijms-12-03576]\]. More recently, Fidalgo *et al*. combined droplet-based microfluidic technology with fluorescence detection and electron spray ionization-MS (ESI-MS) to isolate droplets containing angiotensin, fluorescently labeled angiotensin, and bradykinin \[[@b43-ijms-12-03576]\]. Gao *et al.* developed a device that interconnected both cell culture and on-chip solid-phase extraction (SPE), leading to the detection of vitamin E produced from human lung epithelial A549 cell lines \[[@b44-ijms-12-03576]\]. Lin *et al*. further linked a microfluidic chip with liquid chromatography (LC), MS, and NMR by connecting a nanosplitter \[[@b45-ijms-12-03576]\]. A fully automated microfluidics-based electroporator was used to separate the proteins of the cell wall of different species of lactic acid bacteria and thus helped resolve the identity of strains at the species level from proteomic data \[[@b46-ijms-12-03576]\]. These approaches took advantage of conventional methods as well as microfluidic technology.

3.2. On-Chip Detection
----------------------

On-chip detection methods can be categorized into two areas according to the detection method: electrochemical detection and enzymatic detection. Cheng *et al.* proposed the electrochemical detection method on a microchip to measure extracellular pH and intracellular Ca^2+^ concentration in heart cells \[[@b47-ijms-12-03576]\]. Liu *et al.* introduced a capillary electrophoresis (CE) coupled bioluminescence detection method to measure the concentration of cellular ATP in *E. coli* \[[@b48-ijms-12-03576]\]. They used electro-osmotic flow (EOF) and reversed EOF for separating various metabolites in solution. After separation, they mixed enzymes to detect ATP and ATP-conjugated metabolites such as galactose. Davidsson *et al*. developed a microfluidic flow injector (μFIA) for enzymatic detection of glucose and ethanol produced by yeast \[[@b2-ijms-12-03576]\]. They showed that the device could monitor production of glucose and ethanol in yeast in a noninvasive way by linking silicon chips with a fluid line. Clark *et al.* measured glycerol production by adipocytes on a microfluidic enzyme assay chip and achieved a 4 μM detection limit, as shown in [Figure 2(a)](#f2-ijms-12-03576){ref-type="fig"} \[[@b49-ijms-12-03576]\]. They combined a cell culture chip and an enzyme assay chip via a capillary and monitored glycerol production. Urbanski *et al.* developed a noninvasive metabolic profiling system based on a combination of multilayer lithography and enzymatic assay on a chip ([Figure 2(b)](#f2-ijms-12-03576){ref-type="fig"}) \[[@b50-ijms-12-03576]\]. This fully automated fluidic system helped monitor the change in metabolism in a single murine embryo. Huebner *et al.* demonstrated enzyme assay using *E. coli* encapsulated in microdroplets \[[@b51-ijms-12-03576]\]. They tested the difference in alkaline phosphatase activity between normal *E. coli* (BL21) and a mutant (R166S). This method can be used for screening a library of useful mutant cells. However, whole-cell metabolite detection methods in microfluidics should be improved further to efficiently analyze target metabolites amidst a noisy background of biological samples, which require various pretreatments such as cleanup and concentration \[[@b40-ijms-12-03576],[@b52-ijms-12-03576],[@b53-ijms-12-03576]\].

4. Whole-Cell Analysis
======================

Another main emphasis of synthetic biology is to understand symbiosis in microbial communities, which works efficiently in multi-cellular environments to perform complex tasks like cellulose degradation, methanogenesis, nitrogen fixation, and degradation of toxic compounds. It is important to understand natural cell communities before developing an artificial cellular community (e.g., quorum sensing systems). Microfluidics not only offers a way for co-culture of several species of bacteria but also provides a platform for single-cell culture. Although bacteria live in symbiosis with other microbes in nature, co-culture of microbes in the laboratory had always been a difficult task due to the competition and dominance between different groups of microbes. Microscale spatial separation of different species of microbes provided with chemical communication helped in the co-culture of different microbial species \[[@b54-ijms-12-03576]\]. Controlled co-culture of a microbial community may help understand and harness beneficial natural microbial communities to create a synthetic community with novel function.

The uncultivable microbial species area major challenge in microbiology. Despite the presence of a large pool of microorganisms that grow in the laboratory, a vast majority of the microorganisms are uncultivable even with a rich medium. The group of uncultivable microbes is of particular interest to the synthetic biologist as they may provide evidence for evolution and are the main source of novel genes. Isolation of a pure culture of uncultivable microbes is impossible without isolation chip (Ichip)-based microfluidics. An Ichip offers a miniaturized diffusion chamber that helped isolate a significant and novel group of microorganisms from environmental samples. The microbial species presented in the Ichip were different from those obtained with a rich medium in a Petri dish \[[@b55-ijms-12-03576]\].

Separation and screening of living cells is an essential preparatory step in not only cell-based biological and physiological studies, but also practical applications such as cell engineering, clinical immunoassay, and drug tests. Whole-cell assay is a pre-requisite in toxicogenomics to study the biological impact of toxic compounds. However, conventional macroscale separation methods in biology, such as sieve filtration and gradient centrifugation, have a high risk of causing damage to the cells due to the strong mechanical stress caused by the ultra-fast rotating speed or the viscous forces generated by micropores on the membranes, and the separation favors collection of cells of similar size rather than individual cells. Also, more elaborate methods have been developed, such as fluorescence-activated cell sorting (FACS) and magnetically activated cell sorting (MACS), that require a large volume of samples and are also labor and time intensive \[[@b56-ijms-12-03576]\]. For miniaturized FACS, Y-shaped junctions are widely utilized for positioning individual cells at the center of a laminar flow controlled by optical tweezers. After detecting a fluorescence signal \[[@b57-ijms-12-03576]\], an EOF \[[@b58-ijms-12-03576]\] can be implemented to switch the position of the cell from the center to one of the edges based on the fluorescence signal. The main advantage of the microfluidic FACS, compared with the conventional FACS, is the ability to sort cells at a faster rate (\~100 cells/s) \[[@b57-ijms-12-03576]\]. Also, microfluidic approaches are free from contamination with cells of the previous run as these microchips are disposable, being fabricated from cost-effective materials. In a similar manner, for miniaturized MACS, sample cells are labeled using magnetic beads with an antibody acting as an anchor between the magnetic beads and the cells \[[@b59-ijms-12-03576]--[@b61-ijms-12-03576]\]. Then, magnetic fields are induced to control the position of the cells for continuous separation and sorting. Compared with a fluorescence signal, magnetic fields can extend over longer distances and manipulate cells simultaneously, resulting in higher throughput (1011 cells in 30 min) \[[@b62-ijms-12-03576]\].

Active sorting mechanisms rely on external forces such as an optical, magnetic, dielectrophoretic, or acoustic force. However, another class of efficient and continuous cell sorting devices was developed by using passive sorting mechanisms. These mechanisms were combined with several mechanical and physical properties of cells, such as size, density, shape, deformability, and polarizability. The cell separation using the micropillar structure \[[@b63-ijms-12-03576],[@b64-ijms-12-03576]\] and obstacle structures \[[@b65-ijms-12-03576],[@b66-ijms-12-03576]\] are fabricated in microfluidic channels, depend on size and deformability of cells. This approach does not require an additional driving force besides a hydrodynamic flow. Hence, it offers a simple and continuous way to separate any particle or cell on the basis of size \[[@b67-ijms-12-03576]\]. Due to superior abilities of microfluidic technology in the control of the environment surrounding a cell, it is possible to cultivate cells in controllable conditions such as chemical concentration, ambient temperature, and external forces for a longer duration. Controlling chemical concentration gradient and other environmental conditions provides a high possibility for cell separation based on the native and robust chemotactic \[[@b17-ijms-12-03576],[@b68-ijms-12-03576]\], chemostatic \[[@b69-ijms-12-03576]\], and quorum sensing responses of the cell \[[@b31-ijms-12-03576]\]. This approach inherently has no physical or mechanical stress that can cause cell death or mutation. Also, this technique can be utilized to find a unique cell type that has optimized resistance and survival abilities in a certain environment.

5. Future Perspectives
======================

It is evident from the above discussion that the main bottleneck in the progress of synthetic biology is the need to completely understand biological systems. Despite the many advances in the technology to assess a biological system, it is very difficult to understand their behavior because of the asynchronous nature exhibited even in a homogenous population of cells. Recently, microfluidics technology has been proving its potential to offer a means to detect biological response at the single-cell level by automation and multiplexing. However, microfluidics technology should be made simpler so that even non-experts can work with it. Microfluidic devices should form a part of the laboratory, like other devices in the lab (for example, PCR machine). Microfluidics offers individual platforms for different fields of biology, such as DNA synthesis, sequencing, DNA amplification, cell free-protein expression and functional genomics, proteomics, and metabolomics. A combination of all these devices would be a robust and time-saving platform for diagnosis of various diseases. Functional screening of drugs with better efficacy would be made simpler with the aid of microfluidics.

The field of synthetic biology has been progressing rapidly with the success of rebooting life from a chemically synthesized genome \[[@b71-ijms-12-03576]\] and multiplex automated genome engineering (MAGE) for large-scale programmed evolution of cells in a week's time for an improved phenotype \[[@b72-ijms-12-03576]\]. With the robust and advanced analysis methods contributed by microfluidics technology, it will be possible to better understand and analyze biological systems and hence engineer them efficiently. Microfluidic devices can help in screening population of millions of organisms to find the most efficient producer of target enzyme or a fuel. Microfluidics technology will provide the hope that the synthetic biologists dream of constructing and understanding the machinery of life (like engineers control mechanical devices) is not too far from reality.

6. Conclusions
==============

Recent progress in genetic engineering and molecular biology has opened a new era of science called synthetic biology. The study intends to build artificial organisms by applying the engineering approach to biology \[[@b73-ijms-12-03576]\]. Synthetic biology is considered to have a huge impact in various industrial fields by providing cheap and readily accessible drugs, developing new anti-cancer drugs, and producing biofuels. One excellent example is artificial artemisinin, an antimalarial drug produced by engineered *E. coli* \[[@b2-ijms-12-03576]\]. The synthetic biologists deal with biological parts (modules, circuits, and systems), similar to modern electronic engineers in many ways. In electronics, engineers design circuits using quantitative knowledge of device function; however, the synthetic biologist designs a synthetic organism using a quantitative approach for the genes and biological pathways. While electronics perfectly controls signal transmission by restricting the signal line, the biological counterparts are disturbed by multiple bypass pathways due to the stochastic behavior of each component \[[@b74-ijms-12-03576]\]. To solve these problems, new techniques that can offer stable and robust tools for precise control of microenvironments and reactions on the cellular level are highly required. Thus, microfluidic techniques are a vital and key technology in synthetic biology \[[@b9-ijms-12-03576]\]. The advantages of microfluidics are obvious. Compared with typical pipette-based lab-scale equipments that deal with milliliter to microliter volumes of fluid, the microfluidic technique deals with just nanoliter to picoliter volumes and hence requires lesser reagents. In addition, flow in a microchannel is laminar rather than turbulent due to the size of the microchannel (typically, a few micrometers) and thus favors a highly predictable and controllable flow. Thanks to the recent developments in microfabrication technology, physical and geographical interactions between cells and environments can be studied in ways that were previously not possible with conventional technologies. With these advantages, microfluidics technology revolutionizes the way we study cellular environments. The technology has been successfully applied to many biological problems, especially high-speed PCR \[[@b75-ijms-12-03576],[@b76-ijms-12-03576]\], gene sequencing \[[@b77-ijms-12-03576],[@b78-ijms-12-03576]\], high-throughput screening \[[@b79-ijms-12-03576]--[@b81-ijms-12-03576]\], and quantitative analysis of multiple or single cells \[[@b82-ijms-12-03576]--[@b84-ijms-12-03576]\]. The technologies used for monitoring synthetic bacterial cell-to-cell signaling \[[@b85-ijms-12-03576],[@b86-ijms-12-03576]\], screening of biomass-to-biofuel conversion enzyme \[[@b87-ijms-12-03576],[@b88-ijms-12-03576]\], and *in situ* monitoring of synthetic organisms \[[@b30-ijms-12-03576],[@b69-ijms-12-03576],[@b89-ijms-12-03576]\] have shown great promise with the combination of these two fields.

A paradigm shift from macroscale methods to microscale analysis of biological parts has been a boon for synthetic biology. Microfluidics is one of the best ways to accomplish automation and multiplexing of biological parts. The importance of microfluidics in synthetic biology will be more appreciated if the process of handling the microchips is simplified in order that it could even be managed by a non-expert.
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**(a)** Compartment-based microfluidics for simultaneous determination of gene expression and enzyme activity. The image is reproduced with the permission of the Journal of American Chemical Society \[[@b23-ijms-12-03576]\]; **(b)** High-throughput array-based microfluidic device that enables real-time characterization of gene expression. The image is reproduced with the permission of the Royal Society of Chemistry \[[@b24-ijms-12-03576]\].
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![**(a)** Enzyme-based on-chip, *in situ* metabolite monitoring device. Cell culture chip (top) and enzyme assay chip are linked and enable continuous monitoring. The image is reproduced with the permission of Analytical Chemistry \[[@b49-ijms-12-03576]\]. **(b)** Multilayered, autonomous, enzyme-based microfluidic metabolite detection device. Sample preparation, reagent mixing, and data acquisition can be performed without operator intervention. The image is reproduced with the permission of Analytical Chemistry \[[@b50-ijms-12-03576]\].](ijms-12-03576f2){#f2-ijms-12-03576}

![**(a)** Miniaturized FACS. Cells are analyzed and then sorted on the basis of the detected fluorescence signals. Target cells are directed by the laser to the collection output, whereas all other cells flow to the waste output. The image is reproduced with the permission of Nature Biotechnology \[[@b58-ijms-12-03576]\]. **(b)** Miniaturized MACS that contain a patterned ferromagnetic wire in the microchannel. Under a magnetic field across the microchannel, paramagnetic-labeled RBCs come close to the central wire, whereas diamagnetic-labeled WBCs experience repulsion from the central wire. The image is reproduced with the permission of the Royal Society of Chemistry \[[@b59-ijms-12-03576]\]. **(c)** Under the influence of inertial lift forces and Dean drag forces, asynchronous cell populations are size-fractionated to obtain relatively pure populations of cells. The image is reproduced with the permission of the Royal Society of Chemistry \[[@b70-ijms-12-03576]\].](ijms-12-03576f3){#f3-ijms-12-03576}
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Microfluidics for advancing synthetic biology.

  Microfluidic Device                          Potential Application in Synthetic Biology
  -------------------------------------------- ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  Device with array of cells                   Parallel reaction, gene expression analysis at the single-cell level
  Device with switchable valves                The study of dynamics of gene regulation, automation
  Chemical concentration gradient generators   Chemotaxis analysis, quorum sensing analysis, toxicity analysis
  Microfluidic bioreactor                      Evolutionary adaptation through long-term culture, multiplexing, bacterial growth, quantification of bacterial cells
  Droplet-based microfluidics                  Spatially separated parallel reaction, multiplexing, functionbased high-throughput screening of engineered enzymes
  *In vitro* compartmentalization              Parallel reaction, analysis of bacterial community structure, synthetic consortium analysis
